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High Concept 
 

“An action, problem-solving, dungeon crawler in which Archbane, the 

Shadow Deity, attempts to escape an ancient dungeon, built by the 

secret society, The Lights of Old, in order to shroud the world in shadows 

once again.” 

Gameplay 
 

Deity focuses on the idea of using a given set of abilities to solve problems 

presented within a given level in a unique and creative way. As such, 

the result of what we want the player experience to be is that they feel 

accomplished, and perceive that, by their own intellect, that they 

creatively solved the challenges given to them. In order to accomplish 

this, there are four major components that comprise the gameplay: 

abilities, traps, obstacles, and enemies. 
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Abilities: 
 

1. Shadow Rift 

 Creates a rift through time and space, teleporting Archbane 

over a short distance. Barriers infused with holy light may 

counter this ability. 

 

i. Shadow Rift is intended to be an ability in which the 

player can use to dodge challenges or to move through 

space without fear of being harmed.  

 

ii. *If the player clicks out of the range of Shadow Rift, 

the character will move to the closest location to get in 

range, and then execute the ability. 

 

iii. The limitations of this ability may be extended by 

obstacles or enemies (such as the Mirror Obstacle). 
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2. Anguish 

 Engulfs an object or enemy into the abyss, and may be 

summoned for a later use. Holy light may counter this 

ability. 

 

i. Anguish is designed to allow players to move otherwise 

impassable objects or enemies, and utilize them later to 

solve other challenges. 

 

ii. This ability can only target and engulf one object or 

enemy at any given time. Similarly, only one object or 

enemy can be stored at any one time. The player targets 

the object or enemy manually. 

 

iii. If there is no object or enemy stored in the abyss, and the 

player presses and releases the ability button on that 

object / enemy, that object is removed from the map and 

is stored into the abyss (“inventory”). 

 

                       (See next page) 
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iv. If an object or enemy is stored in the abyss 

(“inventory”), and the player wants to collect a new 

object, if the player presses and releases the ability 

button, the previous stored object is destroyed and the 

new one is collected. 

 

v. If an object or enemy is stored in the abyss 

(“inventory”), and the player wants to summon the 

object, if the player presses and holds the ability button, 

the reticule appears for the player to place the object on 

the map. The player then left-clicks while the reticule 

is active, and the object spawns in that location. 

 

3. Dark Emissary 

 Archbane splits his soul, controlling a clone within a given 

radius, which can distract enemies. If the clone comes in 

contact with an enemy, the clone explodes, blinding nearby 

enemies for a short duration. 

 

i. Dark Emissary is intended to be a scouting and 

distracting ability for the player to use to solve 

challenges. 
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ii. If a clone comes near enemies, the enemies will turn 

their attention to the clone instead. 

                      

iii. In the event that a clone is destroyed, and control of 

Archbane returns to the player, the player will be 

unable to move for a short duration. This is to prevent 

the player from moving Archbane accidentally 

immediately after the ability ends. 

 

iv. Once Dark Emissary has ended; the HUD returns to its 

original interface. 

Traps 
Traps are stationary triggered events that spawn hidden obstacles. Traps 

tend to be incredibly powerful and usually force the player to react 

quickly to prevent any negative consequences. When any trap is 

triggered, the floor space that was triggered will sink into the ground, and 

particles will fly out. There are 4 major types of traps: Damaging, 

Spawning, Triggering, and Status. 
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Damaging Traps 

Damaging traps are designed to attempt to harm the player within a 

very short time frame. Players will have a matter of moments once this 

trap has activated in order to avoid taking damage. These traps will 

only activate once. Some examples of visual representations that could 

be used for damaging traps are: 

 Fleets of arrows spawning from a special object 

 Giant logs swinging together; attempting to crush the player in the 

middle 

 Giant boulders attempting to roll the player over 

 A Beam of Holy Light trying to nuke the player 

 Etc. 
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Spawning Traps 

Spawning traps are traps that trigger the spawning of additional 

enemies. Different combinations of enemies and the amount of enemies 

that spawn can change from trap to trap. Additionally, enemies that 

spawn from these traps, if a patrolling pattern exists, will be enemy 

specific, and may change from trap to trap. Unlike damaging traps, 

these traps may have the ability to activate multiple times. 

(For more details on enemies, please refer to the “Enemies” section of this 

document.) 

Triggering Traps 

Triggering traps are traps that spawn additional obstacles. The locations 

where the obstacles would spawn are pre-defined. This type of trap can 

only be activated once. 

(For more details on obstacles, please refer to the “Obstacles” section of this 

document.) 
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Status Traps 

Status traps are special traps that affect the attributes of the player. 

Status traps only activate once, but persists longer than any other trap. 

Additional visuals will be applied to emphasize to the player when they 

have triggered and are affected by status traps. Examples of potential 

status traps are: 

 Binding the player in place for a short duration 

 “Blinding” the player by turning off the player light 

 Slowing their movement speed 

 Reversing the movement controls of the player 

 Disabling an ability for a period of time 

 Damaging the player for using a “cursed” ability 

 Remapping the hotkeys of the abilities for a period of time 

 Turning the world upside down 

 The player sees illusionary obstacles for a period of time 

 The player sees illusionary enemies for a period of time 

 The player sees illusionary traps for a period of time 

 Etc. 
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Obstacles 

Obstacles are challenges that are in the game that acts as the major 

puzzle elements in the game. Obstacles vary widely, and a majority of 

them will be derived off of the “cool and fun” factor. Obstacles will tend to 

either play to or bend the capabilities of the abilities. The current list of 

obstacles is as follows: 

 Death Spikes 

 Giant Objects 

 Path-Moving Objects 

- Boulder Rolling 

- Walls Closing In 

- Moving Walls along a Path 

- Star Wars Spike Wall 

 Holy Light Objects 

 Mirrors 

 Saw Blade 
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 Puzzles 

 Doors 

 Etc. 

 

Enemies 

Enemies are intended to be an additional obstacle that the player has to 

handle. The difference is that enemies force players to think on their feet, 

which obstacles do less of. Currently, there are 3 types of enemies: 

 

List of Enemies 

Berserker 

 This type of enemy is a bull-rushing enemy. When the player is in 

line of sight with this enemy, the Berserker begins to charge at the 

player. If the player manages to dive out of the way, the Berserker, 

depending on the distance, may collide with the object and potentially 

destroy that object. Additionally, if the Berserker does hit an object 

instead of the player, the Berserker is dazed for a short period of time 

before recovering.  
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If the Berserker manages to run into another enemy, provide the collision 

is successful, the Berserker destroys that enemy. If the Berserker manages 

to hit the player, the player takes a significant amount of damage. 

Again, the Berserker would take a short period of time before recovering. 

 

Phalanx 

Phalanx enemies are special enemies that work well together in packs. 

The Phalanx enemies will have massive holy shields that make it 

impossible for the player to pass through via Shadow Rift or even simply 

walking. The Phalanx group will almost always try to have their shield 

facing the player. The only exception is if an object is currently colliding 

with the front of their shield or is in a line of fire, the Phalanx enemy 

will not move until that object is no longer colliding with them. 

Additionally, the Phalanx enemy will be able to understand when a 

major obstacle is about to crush them, and react accordingly. 

 

If a member of the Phalanx group is hit from behind in any way, that 

Phalanx member will be destroyed. 
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Assassins 

Assassins are enemies of surprise. These enemies will have a cloaking 

ability, with a similar look to that of Halo cloaking. These enemies, 

when spawned from traps or sees the player, will follow the player 

throughout the level. Once the Assassin has a good opportunity to strike 

the player, he will attack; stunning the player for a short duration, 

deals a small amount of damage, and then immediately returning into 

a cloaked state. 

A player cannot use Anguish on the Assassin while the Assassin is in a 

cloaked state. A player can, however, use Dark Emissary on a cloaked 

Assassin, running the clone into the enemy, which produces a cloud of 

smoke. This reveals the Assassin and “blinds” the enemy for a short 

duration. During this time, the player can follow up with Anguish to 

remove the Assassin from the map. 

  

 

 

 


